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afghanistan growing challenges crisis group - political fractures continue to weaken the afghan national unity
government as the taliban insurgency expands and an islamic state affiliate strengthens its foothold in this excerpt from the
watch list 2017 first update early warning report for european policy makers crisis group urges the european union and its
member states to continue to provide technical support to the negotiating, afghanistan pakistan relations wikipedia - the
karzai administration in afghanistan has close relations with the pakistan s awami national party anp and the pakistan
peoples party ppp in 2006 afghan president hamid karzai warned that iran and pakistan and others are not fooling anyone
when it comes to interfering in his country if they don t stop the consequences will be that the region will suffer with us
equally, us administration s iran strategy put to the test in iraq - last week the us state department announced the
temporary closure of the us consulate in basra and the withdrawal of all diplomatic personnel stationed in the southern iraqi
city the decision, saudi arabia back to baghdad crisis group - saudi arabia has been forging links to iraq since reopening
its baghdad embassy in 2016 its adversary iran has strong iraqi ties if riyadh avoids antagonising tehran invests wisely and
quiets anti shiite rhetoric iraq can be a bridge between the rival powers not a battleground, international news latest world
news videos photos - get the latest international news and world events from asia europe the middle east and more see
world news photos and videos at abcnews com, zbigniew brzezinski warns of false flag attack to trigger - zbigniew
brzezinski warns of false flag attack to trigger war on iran zbigniew brzezinski is the chief foreign policy advisor for the
obama for president campaign obama was a student of his at columbia university brzezinski crafted previous plans for the
peak oil wars when he helped design the rapid deployment force in the late 1970s now called central command the military
command that, killed in the name of freedom world future fund - killed in the name of freedom over 12 million dead in
america s wars since world war ii america has been in 19 wars since world war ii but we will list the death toll from three of
the bloodiest conflicts the korean war the vietnam war and wars in iraq afghanistan and pakistan, reporting the new yorker
- a collection of articles about reporting from the new yorker including news in depth reporting commentary and analysis,
iraq the new york times - the republic of iraq is a nearly landlocked country in the middle east whose economy is largely
driven by the export of fossil fuels it is situated on land considered to be the birthplace of, brief history of modern iran
mideastweb for coexistence - introduction iran and ancient persia have a long creative and glorious history unlike many
other middle east countries iran managed to remain independent throughout much of its history today iran has a population
of about 70 million persons principle ethnic groups are persian 51 azeri 24 gilaki and mazandarani 8 kurd 7 and arab 3 iran
is a muslim country with 89 shi a and 10, frontline world watch watch on the web pbs - watch frontline world on the web
all frontline world television stories are available on this web site in streaming video a few days after each broadcast you can
watch all of the stories we ve, worst terrorist strikes worldwide johnston s archive - worst terrorist strikes worldwide
compiled by wm robert johnston last updated 24 march 2018, middle east news the jerusalem post - the region known as
the middle east has been conquered and reconquered by every super power in the west this has created a region rich in a
culture of resistance and thousands of ethnic groups, ten conflicts to worry about in 2019 acled data - disorder spread
across acled s areas of coverage last year with political violence and protest surging in more countries than they declined
these trends show few signs of stopping in 2019 as conflict and unrest threaten to expand in scope and scale in ten conflicts
to worry about in 2019 acled analyzes the top flashpoints in africa asia and the middle east providing key overviews of,
saving snow leopards in a war zone nature com - thomas mccarthy is director of the snow leopard program at the wild
cat conservation organization panthera headquartered in new york city he was the first biologist to use satellite radio, iran
business resources pars times - business economy global business economy middle east business economy resources
economic profile world bank group iran a wealth of economic information about iran iran data statistics world bank
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